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Abstract— Traditionally, when approaching controller design with the
Youla-Kučera parametrization of all stabilizing controllers, the denom-
inator of the rational parameter is fixed to a given stable polynomial,
and optimization is carried out over the numerator polynomial. In this
work, we revisit this design technique, allowing to optimizesimultaneously
over the numerator and denominator polynomials. Stability of the
denominator polynomial, as well as fixed-order controller design with
H∞ performance are ensured via the notion of a central polynomial and
LMI conditions for polynomial positivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Youla-Kǔcera (YK) parametrization of all stabilizing con-
trollers [8], [17] is particularly useful for controller design because all
the closed-loop system transfer functions dependaffinely in the same
parameter that can be optimized over the set of proper stable rational
functions [9]. This central idea was used extensively in references
[2], [3] which were pioneering works on controller design via convex
optimization. In these references, and also in related further works
[14], [11], [16] the denominator of the YK parameter isfixed and
optimization is carried out over the numerator only, allowing for a
convex linear matrix inequality (LMI) formulation.

In this paper, we revisit this design technique and we show how
to optimizesimultaneouslyover of the numerator and denominator
polynomials. In order to ensure stability of the denominator poly-
nomial we use an (admittedly potentially conservative) sufficient
condition for stability proposed in [5], based on the notion of a central
polynomial and LMI conditions for polynomial positivity.

Our main motivation is to extend our previous work [6] on SISO
fixed-orderH∞ design. In this paper, we optimized directly in the
controller parameter space (numerator and denominator polynomials)
by using the above mentioned sufficient stability condition [5].
The approach is valid as soon as the numerator and denominator
polynomials of the closed-loop transfer function dependaffinely in
the controller polynomials, which is true for SISO systems but
also for MISO or SIMO systems, see [7] for numerical examples.
Unfortunately, this is not true anymore for general MIMO systems,
for which individual entries of the matrix transfer function generally
dependsnonlinearly in the controller polynomials. This problem can
be overcome if, instead of optimizing over the controller polynomials,
we optimize over the YK polynomials. Indeed, as already pointed
out, the fundamental property of the YK parametrization is that
individual numerator and denominator polynomials of the closed-
loop matrix transfer function dependaffinely in the YK numerator
and denominator polynomials.

An often mentioned drawback of the YK parametrization is the
generally high order of the controller obtained by optimizing over
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the YK parameter, especially when several design specifications are
combined. Moreover, there is only an indirect relationship between
the order of the YK parameter and the order of the controller. In
this work we show that the order of controller can be enforced
while simultaneously optimizing over the YK numerator and de-
nominator polynomial parameters. In other words, we show that the
YK parametrization can also prove useful forfixed-ordercontroller
design.

In this paper we focus exclusively on SISO systems. The extension
to MIMO systems will be covered elsewhere. The outline of the paper
is as follows. In section II we recall basics of the YK parametrization
and we derive apolynomialformulation, in contrast with the standard
rational formulation. The key idea is to optimizesimultaneouslyover
the numerator and denominator polynomials of the YK parameter.
We show that the essential additional ingredient with respect to our
previous work [6] is an additional linearalgebraic constraintlinking
the controller polynomials and the YK polynomials. In section III we
apply this polynomial formulation to designfixed-ordercontrollers.
In section IV we apply the polynomial YK parametrization to
perform H∞ design. As in [5] and [6] the key ingredient in the
design procedure is the choice of acentral polynomial, or desired
characteristic polynomial.

II. Y OULA-KUČERA PARAMETRIZATION OF STABILIZING

CONTROLLERS

Given a strictly proper plant

p =
bn
an

of order n with an and bn coprime polynomials, suppose that we
could find a proper stabilizing controller

k̂ =
ŷn
x̂n

of order m with x̂n and ŷn coprime polynomials, in a standard
negative feedback configuration, satisfying the pole placement Dio-
phantine equation

anx̂n + bnŷn = adxd (1)

where stable right hand-side polynomial is a factor of two polyno-
mials such thatdeg ad = n anddeg xd = m. Defining

a =
an
ad
, b =

bn
ad
, x̂ =

x̂n
xd
, ŷ =

ŷn
xd

(2)

as proper stable rational functions with coprime numerator and
denominator polynomials, the Diophantine equation becomes the
well-known B́ezout equation

ax̂+ bŷ = 1.

It follows from the Youla-Kǔcera (YK) parametrization [8], [17] that
all BIBO (bounded-input bounded-output = no impulsive modes)
stabilizing controllers are parametrized as

k =
y

x
=
ŷ − aq
x̂+ bq

where

q =
q̂n
q̂d

is an arbitrary proper stable rational parameter, i.e. such that polyno-
mial q̂d is stableand polynomialq̂n has equal or lower degree, see
[9] for a survey. Writing the controller

k =
yn
xn



in terms of polynomialsxn andyn, the parametrization becomes

(adxd)
2

[
xn
yn

]
=

[
bnxd adx̂n
−anxd adŷn

][
q̂n
q̂d

]
(3)

where q̂d is an arbitrary stable polynomial and̂qn is an arbitrary
polynomial of equal or lower degree. Note that the common factor
(adxd)

2 in relation (3) is cancelled out when expressingk. However,
it should be clear later on that this common factor is instrumental to
the derivation of polynomial YK parameters.

Starting from relation (3), dividing both hand-sides by polynomial
adxd, and defining polynomialsqn andqd such thatq̂n = adqn and
q̂d = xdqd, we obtain the following simplified equation[

adxd 0 −bn −x̂n
0 adxd an −ŷn

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

 xn
yn
qn
qd

 = 0 (4)

indicating that polynomialsxn, yn, qn and qd belong to the null-
space of a given polynomial matrixA.

Reciprocally, polynomial YK parameters can be retrieved from the
controller polynomials via the following relation[

qn
qd

]
=

[
ŷn −x̂n
an bn

][
xn
yn

]
.

Note that YK parametersqn, qd are polynomial (and not rational)
because of the common factor(adxd)

2 in relation (3).
Note that there is no loss of generality in assuming thatqn, qd

are polynomials, since if polynomial matrixA has a rational null-
space then it has necessarily a polynomial null-space. Note also that
polynomial matrixA has full row rank, hence the dimension of the
null-space is equal to two. Let

N =

 x1n x2n

y1n y2n

q1n q2n
q1d q2d

 (5)

be a minimal basis in the sense of Forney [4] for the null-space of
matrix A, i.e. such that

AN = 0

and the column degrees ofN are minimal among all possible null-
space bases. Then we can derive the main result of this section.

Lemma 1:Given an open-loop plant with denominator and nu-
merator polynomialsan and bn, let x̂n and ŷn be denominator and
numerator polynomials of a controller placing the closed-loop poles
at adxd, i.e. satisfying Diophantine equation (1). Extract a minimal
polynomial basisN as in (5) for the null-space of the polynomial
matrix A defined in (4). Then all the stabilizing controllers with
denominator and numerator polynomialsxn andyn can be generated
for this plant as follows[

xn
yn

]
=

[
x1n x2n

y1n y2n

][
λ1

λ2

]
where λ1 and λ2 are polynomials such that the YK denominator
polynomial qd = λ1q1d + λ2q2d is stable. The corresponding YK
numerator polynomial is given byqn = λ1q1n + λ2q2n.

III. F IXED-ORDER CONTROLLER DESIGN

Generally, the YK parametrization of all stabilizing controllers
results in high-order controllers when fixing the denominator poly-
nomial of the YK parameter. In this section, we show that Lemma
1 can be used to overcome this well-known drawback of the YK
parameterization.

In [5] a convex inner approximation of the set of stable polynomials
was proposed, based on the notion of acentral polynomialand
LMI conditions for polynomial positivity. For the paper to be self-
contained, in the sequel we briefly describe this convex set in the
special case of continuous-time (left half-plane, or Hurwitz) stability.
Let c(s) = c0 + c1s+ · · ·+ cδs

δ be a given polynomial of degreeδ
with real coefficient vector̄c = [c0 c1 · · · cδ] of lengthδ+ 1. Define
matrices

Π1 =

 1 0
. . .

...
1 0

 , Π2 =

 0 1
...

. . .
0 1


of sizeδ-by-(δ+ 1). Then the following lemma [5] gives a sufficient
LMI condition ensuring stability of a polynomiald(s) = d0 +d1s+
· · ·+ dδs

δ with real coefficient vector̄d = [d0 d1 · · · dδ].
Lemma 2:Given a central polynomialc(s) of degreeδ, polyno-

mial d(s) of degreeδ is stable if there exists a real symmetric matrix
Q of sizeδ-by-δ such that

Fc(d,Q) = c̄′d̄+ d̄′c̄− εc̄′c̄+ Π′1QΠ2 + Π′2QΠ1 � 0

where� 0 means positive semidefinite andε is a given arbitrarily
small positive scalar.

Defining

Sc = {d : ∃Q : F (d,Q) � 0}

as the projection of the LMI setF (d,Q) � 0 onto thed-subspace,
the above lemma ensures thatSc belongs to the non-convex set of
coefficients of stable polynomials. Note thatSc is convex since it
is the projection of a convex LMI set. Admittedly, the polynomial
stability conditiond(s) ∈ Sc is only sufficient, hence potentially
conservative, and strongly depends on the choice of the central
polynomialc(s).

Corollary 1: A stabilizing controller of fixed orderm with denom-
inator and numerator polynomialsxn and yn can be found if there
exists polynomialsλ1 and λ2 satisfying the (linear, hence convex)
algebraic constraint

deg

([
x1n x2n

y1n y2n

][
λ1

λ2

])
= m (6)

and the (convex) LMI constraint

λ1q1d + λ2q2d ∈ Sc. (7)
Example 1:For the numerical examples in this paper we used the

Polynomial Toolbox for Matlab [13] to solve polynomial equations,
and the SeDuMi LMI solver [15] interfaced with YALMIP [12].

Consider the open-loop plant

p =
bn
an

=
1

s(s2 + s+ 10)

of order n = 3 corresponding to a system with a flexible mode.
By non-singularity of the Sylvester matrix, a system of ordern can
always be stabilized by a proper controller of orderm = n − 1.
Such a controller can be obtained by placing the poles at arbitrary
locations. As appropriate denominator polynomials in (2) we choose
e.g.ad = (s + 1)3 andxd = (s + 1)2 to place all the poles at−1
with a controller of orderm = 2. Solving the Diophantine equation
(1) we obtain the controller

k̂ =
ŷn
x̂n

=
1 + 45s− 26s2

−4 + 4s+ s2
.



A minimal polynomial basis (5) for the polynomial matrixA in (4)
is given by

N =

 0 1
−1 −26

−4 + 4s+ s2 −103 + 149s
−1 −26 + 10s+ s2 + s3

 .
In virtue of Lemma 1, all the stabilizing controllers can be recovered
from polynomialsλ1 andλ2 such that YK polynomialqd = −λ1 +
λ2(−26 + 10s+ s2 + s3) is stable.

It turns out that from the first two rows of matrixN , a controller
of orderm = 0 can be obtained by restricting parametersλ1 and
λ2 to be constant. A simple root-locus argument can thus be invoked
to show that polynomialqd is stable if−36 < λ1 < −26 and
λ2 = 1. For example withλ1 = −30 we obtain controller and YK
parameter polynomialsxn = 1, yn = 4, qn = 17 + 29s− 30s2 and
qd = 4 + 10s+ s2 + s3. This static controller

k =
yn
xn

= 4

assigns the characteristic polynomial atanxn + bnyn = qd, with
roots at−0.4099 and−0.2950± j3.1098.

IV. H∞ DESIGN

The closed-loop sensitivity function is expressed as

S =
1

1 + kp
= ax = ax̂+ abq =

anxn
anxn + bnyn

=
an(bnqn + x̂nqd)

qd(anx̂n + bnŷn)
=
an(adxdxn)

qd(adxd)
=
anxn
qd

where, in virtue of relation (4), polynomialxn satisfies the algebraic
constraint

adxdxn = bnqn + x̂nqd

which is linear in YK polynomialsqn andqd. Similarly, the comple-
mentary sensitivity function is given by

T = 1− S =
kp

1 + kp
= by

= bŷ − abq =
bnyn

anxn + bnyn
=
bnyn
qd

where polynomialyn satisfies the algebraic constraint

adxdyn = −anqn + ŷnad

which is also linear in YK polynomialsqn andqd.
More generally, it can be shown that every closed-loop transfer

function can be expressed as a ratio of polynomials which are
linear functions of the YK polynomialsqn andqd. The optimization
procedure of [6] can thus be applied:H∞ bounds on scalar transfer
functions whose numerator and denominator polynomials depend
affinely on design polynomialsqn and qd can be expressed as an
LMI in these design polynomials. Let us denote this LMI constraint
by H. The additional feature here is that design polynomialsqn and
qd must satisfy the additional linearalgebraic constraints(4). As in
section III, stability of polynomialqd can be ensured with the help
of a central polynomialc and the corresponding inner convex LMI
approximationSc of the set of stable polynomials.

Corollary 2: Closed-loopH∞ performance can be guaranteed if
design polynomialsqn andqd satisfy the (convex) LMI constraint

qn, qd ∈ H,

the (convex) LMI constraint

qd ∈ S,

and the (linear, hence convex) algebraic constraint (4).
Example 2:Consider as in Example 1 an open-loop plant with a

flexible mode, withan = s(s2 + s + 10) and bn = 1. Recall that
initial second-degree controller polynomialsx̂n = −4 + 4s+ s2 and
ŷn = 1 + 45s − 26s2 were found by assigning the characteristic
polynomial atadxd = (s+ 1)5, an arbitrary choice.
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Fig. 1. Flexible mode controlled by initial controller. Closed-loop frequency-
domain characteristics with large peaks.
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Fig. 2. Flexible mode controlled by initial controller. Closed-loop response
to a step with unacceptable overshoot.

In Figure 1 we see that both sensitivity functionS and complemen-
tary sensitivity functionT feature large peaks with‖S‖∞ ≈ 22.5 dB
and‖T‖∞ ≈ 22.7 dB. Recall that appropriate values are‖S‖∞ ≈ 3
dB and‖T‖∞ ≈ 1 dB [10], [1]. As a result, the closed-loop response
to a step shown in Figure 2 shows an unacceptable overshoot as well
as a small undershoot.

Mixing the methodology introduced in Corollaries 1 and 2 we can
design a staticH∞ controller. For the central polynomialc(s) =
(s + 0.5)(s2 + s + 10) (mirroring stable open-loop poles, and with
an additional controller pole) and by enforcing an upper bound on the
H∞-norm of the sensitivity functionS, we solve the LMI problem
for the YK polynomials qn = 7.3505 + 38.6495s − 27.588s2,
qd = 1.5876 + 10.000s + 1.0000s2 + 1.0000s3 and we obtain the
static controllerK = yn/xn = 1.5876 with closed-loop performance
‖S‖∞ ≈ 1.1 dB and‖T‖∞ ≈ 0 dB. The closed-loop response to a
step has an acceptable shape, but the settling time is quite large. Other



attempts to reduce the settling time by enforcing a faster controller
pole in c(s) resulted in larger values of‖S‖∞ and undesirable
oscillations. We obtained similar results with first-order controllers.

In order to improve the closed-loop performance, we thus seek
a second-order controller. With an initial choice ofc(s) = (s +
1)3(s2 + s+ 10) for the central polynomial (mirroring stable open-
loop poles and with additional controller poles at−1), and after a
series of trial and attempts consisting in moving appropriately the
controller poles inc(s) and lowering the upper-bound on‖S‖∞ –
see [6], [7] for details – we come up with the central polynomial
c(s) = (s+ 4)2(s+ 3)(s2 + s+ 10) and the YK polynomialsqn =
891.70+680.48s−467.07s2−3.8198s3−0.55993s4, qd = 214.59+
340.12s+178.91s2 +54.913s3 +12.556s4 +s5 yielding the second-
order controller

K =
yn
xn

=
214.59 + 6.5461s+ 29.993s2

33.357 + 11.556s+ s2

with closed-loop performance‖S‖∞ ≈ 1.5 dB and‖T‖∞ ≈ 0 dB,
see Figure 3. The closed-loop response to a step shown in Figure 4
is now acceptable.
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Fig. 3. Flexible mode controlled by optimized second-order controller.
Closed-loop frequency-domain characteristics.
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Fig. 4. Flexible mode controlled by optimized second-order controller.
Closed-loop response to a step.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that optimizingsimultaneouslyover the numerator
and denominator polynomials of the rational YK parameter provides
the designer with a greater flexibility. The essential difference with
respect to our previous work [6] is an additional linearalgebraic
constraint linking the controller polynomials and the YK polynomi-
als. As in [6], stability of the denominator polynomial is ensured
with the sufficient condition proposed in [5], meaning that the key
ingredient in the design procedure is the choice of the so-called
central polynomialaround which the closed-loop dynamics must be
optimized.

With the help of numerical examples, it was shown that the
approach is suitable for fixed-order andH∞ controller design, along
the lines initiated in [6]. It is therefore possible to control at will the
growth in the controller order, hence overcoming an often mentioned
difficulty of the YK parametrization.

The results reported here must be considered as preliminary since
the ultimate objective, as pointed out in the introduction, is to extend
the SISO, MISO or SIMO results of [6], [7] to genuine MIMO
systems. This extension will be covered elsewhere.
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